PRESENTATION OF POLE PRODUCTION
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1. Company General Information Sheet
Company Name:

Imont Industry for chemical treatment of timber
Dravograd Ltd

Abbreviated name:

Imont d.o.o. /LTD./

Registered office:

Otiški vrh 156,2373 ŠENTJANŽ PRI DRAVOGRADU,
SLOVENIJA

Established:

1950

Legal form:

Company with Limited Liability (Ltd.)
Manufacturer: Industry for chemical treatment of
timber

Ownership:

Private ownership

Chairman and Managing
Director:

Mr. Maksimiljan URANŠEK

Number of employees:

50 (in Imont Head Quarter in Slovenia)
Additionaly, the number of employees of Imont´s
associated partners for creosote impregnation in
Poland are 20.

Company Management :
- General Manager:

Maksimiljan URANŠEK , B.Sc. (Eng.)

- Head of Purchase & Sales:

Maksimiljan URANŠEK , B.Sc. (Eng.)

- Head of Finance & Accounting:

Tatjana MARSEL , B.SC. (Econ)

- Head of Production:

Iztok Breznik

- Assistant Head of Pole Production:

Franci Založnik

- Sales:

Anita Knez

Certificates (Quality Accreditation):

- ISO STANDARD 9001, 14001

2.1. Production of Wood poles
GENERAL

Impregnated wood pole is used as a vertical
support for telecommunication and overhead
power lines.
It is made of lean and round pieces of timber
of suitable dimensions. We remove the bark
and apply the process of impregnation with
special chemical substances (Biocide agents)
to provide protection against decay
caused by biological agents as for ex. fungi,
insects, bacteria and some water animals.
Impregnated wood poles are installed directly
In the ground or on a concrete foundation.

WOOD USED FOR POLE PRODUCTIONS

Generaly for pole production are used following
species of Timber:
Name:

Latin name:

Pine, black
Pine, ordinary
Maritime pine
Spruce, ordinary
Sitka spruce
Larch
Fir, ordinary
Fir
Douglas fir

Pinus nigra, Arnold
Pinus sylvestris, L.
Pinus pinaster, Ait.
Picea aibes, Karst.
Picea sitchensis. Carr.
Larix spp. Mill.
Abies alba, Mill.
Abies pectinata, D.C.
Pseudotsuga menziesi

For impregnation of poles we used :
- Creosote oils
- Water solutions

2.1.1 Poles treated with Creosot
This poles we produced from wood of Pinus Sylvestris
and Creosote oil TIP WEI - B or WEI - C.
Standards:
Bs 1990: Part1 :1984
En 125120
EN 13991

Phisical caracteristic:
Ultimate extreme fibre
stress in N/sq.mm 53,8
Modules of elasticity in
N/sq.mm 10,480

2.1.1.1 Purchase Criteria for Timber Applied for
poles
Timber from the Pinus Sylvestris is purchased and used
for poles, and it has to comply with the following
general requirements:
- timber is purchased with bark or roughly
debarked,
- timber has to be solid and felled in winter
seasson if possible
- after being cut down, timber should be
transported from a temporary storage in the
wood to the Imont production facility within 45
days at the latest,
- after debarking the pole has to be stored without
being in contact with the ground, however,
alowing air flowing freely between logs.

When purchasing timber for poles, the following
characteristics have to be considered and/or the
following defects have to be eliminated which are
inadmissible for a debarked pole:
- timber has to be of a uniform growth, with a
diameter growth of 0.6 to 1.0 cm per meter
of lenght.
The following characteristics and/or defects are not
allowed:
- timber damaged by wind, snow or fire,
- timber containing reaction wood,
- double sweep,
- sweep in the first third only,
- single sweep exceeding the one when the
line connecting the center of the top and the
center of pole butt does not fall out,
- cracks running in the transverse direction on
the log axis,
- sharp and deep mechanical damage on 5 %
log diameter,
more than two damages at a distance of 50
cm, blue coloration of pine, larger than 50%
for every meter in length,
- excentricity of heartwood larger than 1/10
timber measurement.

2.1.1.2 Process of pole peeling
PRODUCTION PROCESS
Debarked poles are made from high-quality timber
on a special peeling machine which removes the
bark only while the white colour is preserved to the
highest possible level.
When poles are peeled off, such timber is than
tailored in accordance with the prescribed
dimensions and required properties for a debarked
pole.

SURFACE TREATMENT OF PEELED POLES
Poles have to undergo treatment to obtain a smooth
surface, with a completely removed bark except for
the allowed quantity of bark pockets which comes to
a 4-times diameter of a pole along its length, 0.5
diameter of pole along the width and which can be
12 mm deep.
Debarked poles are on their bottom cut off
rectangularly to the axis and trimmed. On the top, a
roof-shape finish is made under 90  to 130  angle.

2.1.1.3 Pole Dimensions
A debarked pole is specified with its length, with a
diameter at a 1.5 m distance from the pole butt
and on pole top.
Usually, users define the required dimension for
the pole top depending on electric connections.
The dimension 1.5 m from the pole butt depends
on the nominal load at the top of pole.

2.1.1.4 Criteria Required for Wood Quality
in the Production of Debarked Poles
We cannot identify and eliminate all permissible
defects when purchasing timber. Therefore, a
selection of debarked poles is made in the
tailoring phase in regard to the following forbidden
defects:
- Damage by fungi and beginnings of wood rot,
- Damage – holes made by insects with a
diameter larger than 1.5 mm, exceeding 5 in
number, evenly distributed in any 1 m length of
the pole,
- Sapwood included in heartwood,
- Cracks running accross the pole axis,

- Mechanical damage deeper than 5 % log diameter
and more than two in number at 50 cm distance,
- blue coloration of pine tree larger than 50 % for
each meter of pole length,
- heartwood eccentricity larger than 1/10 diameter,
- a knot clusters with a diameter and/or sum of
diameters larger than ¼ log diameter on the area of
knot
- Fissures resulting from wood drying must not be
deeper than a pole radius and one continued fissure
must not be running on a length that exceeds a half
of the pole,
- Ring shake on the pole tip and a star-like crack with
more than five legs,
- More than one ring shake on the pole butt and a
star-like crack where more than two such cracks
spread up to 5 mm from the pole surface,
- Double sweep, bending only in the upper third of
the pole,
- Single sweep larger than the one where the line
connecting the pole tip center and the pole butt
center does not stick out of the log,
- Cracks across the log axis,
- Twisted growth, exceeding 1/6 per log meter in
length.

2.1.1.5 Storage of debarked poles
Finished debarked poles are stored on the
works storage, well arranged by lengths and
classifications in stacks until they reach 28 – 32
% humidity through natural drying.
Storage in stacks has to ensure separation of
individual rows with 3 or 4 logs lying across.
Contact between poles in one stack row must
be prevented. Minimum distance between
stacks is 1.5 m.
This will guarantee the air flow necessary for
natural drying. Sand or strengthened floor must
be applied for stacking to prevent brushwood or
grass growing.

The level of drying and/or humidity is checked on
the storage visually or using a special instrument
for humidity measurement.
When checking visually, humidity lies near the
desired value when tiny uniform longitudinal
fissures appear along the whole length of pole
showing there is no more free water in the wood
mass.
Humidity measuring instrument then finally defines
which poles are dry enough for further treatment
which is impregnation.

2.1.1.6 Creosot

Creosot (coal tar destilate) provides longlife ofpoles.
Nowadays are used two types of Creosot :
- WEI – B and
- WEI – C.
Well known producer of Creosot is Rütgers
Chemicals.
Used are also producer with similar products.

2.1.1.7 Treatment of poles
The poles are treated with Creosote oil in a special
chamber develop air pressure, oil pressure and
underpressure. This process must ensure the
Penetration of sapewood and required retention
of oil which is 115kg/m3.
Treatment is in accordance with Empy – cell
process also known as the Rueping process.
The moisture of wood before teratment must be
lower or equal then 25% – 27%.
Measurment with electrical moisture detector.
Standards:
- Bs 913 and Bs 144
- EN 13991

PLAN OF IMPREGNATION EQUIPMENT
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2.1.1.8 Control of Impregnation Quality
The quantity of impregnation agent absorbed into
timber mass caled retention is seen with the
instrument used for control of impregnation process
and with weighing.
Computer records show the whole process.
Immediately after impregnation ends, the depth of
impregnated zone has to be additionally checked.
This is carried out by drilling using the Pressler drill
producing the ring samples which show the depth of
impregnation penetration.

The ring samples must not be taken near knots
or cracks. Six poles are tested from each
impregnation process. If the sample shows that
the desired impregnation depth is not obtained,
we make a new borehole on the same pole 1 m
away and make a 90 º turn. If the second sample
is sufficiently impregnated, the whole
impregnation process is approved.
Should tree ring samples show that the depth of
impregnated zone is too small, the process of
impregnation has to be repeated.

2.1.1.9 Marking
Every pole become mark in accordance with customer
requrements.

2.1.1.10 Storage of impregnated poles
Impregnated poles must be storage in the stocks
as animpregnated poles.

2.1.1.11 Standards

In production of impregnated poles we consider
the relevant standards stated in Report of Bureau
Veritas (BS,ANSI,EN,..).

2.1.1.12 References

We have delivery Creosot impregnated wooden
Poles to following countries:
- Syria,
- Jordan,
- Yemen,
- Kuwait,
- Lebanon,
- Libya.

2.2 Other Products Made of Wood
1. Garden furniture
2. Palisades
3. Fence for various purposes
4. Wood noise barriers on roads
5. Play equipment for children
6. Various wood products for construction
- facades
- bridges
- roofing
- support walls
- assembly facilities.

3. Production Plants
Imont production plants:
1.

Dravograd:
- Main Seat
- Production plant:
- peeling equipment,
- storage area cca 30000 m2,
-impregnation plant:
- 2 x autoclave 1,8 x 25 m
- 1 x drying chamber 1,8 x 25 m

2.

Maribor:
-impregnation plant:
- 1 x autoclave 2 x 25 m

3.

Kozmin: (Associated company)
- Production plant:
- peeling equipment,
- storage area cca 95000 m2,
-impregnation plant:
- 2 x autoclave 2 x 30 m

The total production capacity is about 65.000 m3
impregnated wood poles per year.

